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Paul List Edition, A Lantern for Jeremy. 2004
Selection of work from Painted Books 04/05,
oil on linen, paper
Flesh and Blood [Geller, Silvestri and Ostrum),
oil on linen, paper

Abstract Remnant 0404,2, 2004, oil on linen
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Chris Bond Story Sam Leach

This is not a book review

NO STYLE, only technique. No accidents, only
mistakes" was the motto Paul Noble applied to
his Nobson Newtown project. It could just as
easily be applied to Chris Bond's practice. His
painstakingwork is often an almost perfect tromp
1'oeil. Bond's labour-intensive work has often been
mistaken for the article it replicates - archival
records, tatty books and outdated machinery.
Paint is applied with a competence that makes
the hand of the artist almost invisible. This
disappearing act is taken further as Bond makes
work under pseudonyms and on behalf of fictitious
artists, such zsRedFieldll 1957 (as Anne Wallace)
zndMortcm's PVharfl95& (as Peter Markovich).
But just as he makes the artist as author disappear,
he re-emerges as, ironically, the author of a series
of replica books.

No amount of work will replicate a real object
or a real experience, so any representational art
represents some degree of failure. With Bond's
work, the failure is openly acknowledged. Talking
about some of the sources for his work, he says,
"Piet Mondrian's paintings have become cracked
and yellowed with age, which for me seems an
interesting coincidental by-product of the supposed
'failure' of the aims of synthetic formalist painting.
I liked the fact that these artists seemed to have
failed in some way - it humanises their work and
makes it more expressive." He also talks about
his interest in the photo-realists of the 1970s.
"I think they were trying to accomplish some

sort of peculiar perfection, which is close to
Formalism," he says.

Bondpays particular attention to rendering
the effects of aging. He talks about how

much he enjoys applying those details to
the works and the feeling of beginning
the destruction of the things he has made.

Objects have a finite life and these works
challenge the idea of longevity in art. In The

Hitcbcock-Feldmar Affair (2002), a security guard's
memos to Hitchcock are carefully stained and
damaged to suggest half a century of wear. But
what sense will that make in another 50 years?
The work gets invested with the authority of time,
but it is all a sham. For each year the work exists,
the real effects of aging increase and, in time,
Bond's painstaking representation of wear will
be overtaken by the real thing. The art will exist
only for a brief period of time and that ephemeral
qualiry is part of the appeal of this work.
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But these are not just objects that have been

artificially aged. Not even just cunningly crafted

replicas. Although he does use some found objects,

most of Bond's workis designed from the ground

up. In his book paintings, Bond has invented the

publishing houses and their logos, made up titles

and the authors, and designed the covers. The

illusion that these arc genuine objects is convincing,

so much so that many people do not realise these

are handmade objects at all.

What is the point of doing all that work if

people don't see it? That is the point. Fischli and

Weissl installations of half-constructed galleries,

in which everything from cigarette butts to

ladders are life-size polyurethane sculptures, are

almost indistinguishable from the "real" thing. The

closer it comes to being completely convincing,

the more thrilling it is to see. The work gets tipped

on its head at some point when we realise we are

seeing a handmade representation.

So what happens is that things look real, then

turn out to be representations of the real thing,

but then turn out to be real after all, but not made

in the way we might have expected.

Dave Hickey, in his essay Prom Night in

Flatland, discusses the Renaissance ideal of a

menage between artist, viewer and work. "These

two comrades [the artist and the beholder] were

presumed to stand side by side confronting the

otherness of the work's rapidly recedingpictorial

space" wrote Hickey. The imaginary space of the

picture was community property shared by artist,

beholder and work. He goes on to argue that today,

it has become a pas de deux between the artist and

the work, with the flatness of the pictorial plane

marking the "property line dividing the mundane

world of lesser beings from the exalted territory

of the artist's incarnate property".

With Bond's work, the menage of the Renaissance

is reconstituted. "I've abandoned the idea of trying

to create art in a bubble," he says, "which was one

of the principle desires of Formalist artists of the

'50s and '60s which, of course, failed though I

still like the idea of it." He can still employ the

formal language of high modernism, addressing

the flatness of the picture plane, but brings

the viewer into the relationship by creating a

fictitious artist separate from himself. The

relationship between artist and work is a

representation that occurs in an imaginary space

of narrative which the beholder and the "real"

artist can confront, standing side by side. Bond

creates a totemic artist who can take his place on

the pedestal so he can jump down with the viewer

and say, "What's all that about then?"

Lee Ostrum

Flesh and Blood

The illusion that these are genuine
objects is convincing, so much so that
many people do not realise these are

handmade objects at all.

But this should not be taken to mean that

Bond does not take his relationship with his work

seriously. His paintings and objects have references

of deep personal significance.

Bond's partner Michelle died in June 2006,

leaving him the sole parent of Alessio, now three.

"For months after her death, I struggled to overcome

the trauma of her passing, and by necessity let go

of my artistic practice to focus on raising Alessio

while trying to complete Michelle's vision for the

house we'd bought for us to live in one day as a

family," says Bond.

A new series of book paintings, each volume

titled Flesh and Blood, include many references and

images that relate to the loss of his partner. One

book, subtitled "The sociopathological markers in

the theory and practice of ritualistic scalping", has

a cover design of hair silhouetted in red — a darkly

humorous visual pun since it also resembles a splash

of blood. But the pun spins on learning that the

model for the hair was Chris's partner's wig that

she wore while undertaking chemotherapy.

Bond's work ranges over wide territory. Some

recurring themes emerge - an interest in authorship

and authenticity, alovc and fascination with cultural

artefacts. But the most consistent part of his work is

the absolute commitment and dedication he shows

to each work he produces. There are no shortcuts

taken here. Talking about contemporary art, he

says, "I prefer 'try-hard' artists that genuinely try to

makegoodwork - surprisinglyfew around. Hike

painters who think about their work before they

make it." Bond succeeds on both counts. ^M

Chris Bond, 3- 19 July
Nellie Castan Gallery, Melbourne
www.nelliecastangallery.com
Also in NewOS, Australian Centre for

Contemporary Art (ACCA) Melbourne

until 11 May
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